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Urgent requirement for French Translators 
 

We are looking for a French Translator to interpret written and audio pieces in different languages, 

making sure to maintain their original meaning, format and tone. 

French Translator responsibilities include: 

 Reading material and researching industry-specific terminology 

 Converting text and audio recordings from English language to French and vice versa. 

 Ensuring translated texts conveys original meaning and tone 

Job brief 

Translator responsibilities include reading and thoroughly understanding the context of given material, 

using specialized dictionaries and translation tools and proofreading finished pieces of work. To be 

successful in this role, you should have a keen eye for detail and be fluent in at least two languages 

(English and French) in addition to your native language. 

Ultimately, you will provide ready-to-use translated content that meets our internal and client needs. 

Responsibilities: 

 Read given material and research industry-specific terminology 

 Convert text and audio recordings from English language to French and vice versa 

 Ensure translated content conveys original meaning and tone 

 Cross-reference specialized dictionaries and translation tools to check quality of translation 

 Proofread translated texts for grammar, spelling and punctuation accuracy 

 Follow up with internal team members and clients to ensure translation meets their needs 

 Edit content with an eye toward maintaining its original format  

Requirements: 

 Proven work experience as a Translator, Interpreter or in a similar role 

 Fluency in English and French in addition to your native language 

 Excellent proofreading skills with the ability to identify grammar, spelling and punctuation errors 

 Good knowledge of content editing tools 

 Familiarity with translation software ( not mandatory) 

 Time-management skills 

 Additional certification in Linguistics is a plus. 
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Number of positions – 2 

CTC – Up to 4 lakhs (can be negotiable for a right candidate) 

Shift timing - 12PM to 9PM and 6 days 

Rounds of interview – Written and F2F 

Interview timings: 12
th

 Mar’2020 to 27
th

 Mar’2020 between 11PM to 4PM 

Venue details: Apex CoVantage India Pvt. Ltd., 

10th Floor, Krishe Sapphire, Madhapur,  

Hitech City Main Road, Hyderabad - 500 081,  

 PH: 91-40-6703 7711/32.   

https://maps.google.com/?q=Madhapur,%0D%0A+%0D%0A+Hitech+City+Main+Road,+Hyderabad+-+500+081,%0D%0A+%0D%0A+PH:91&entry=gmail&source=g

